In this paper, the uvwxy-theorem of context-free languages is extended to the case of indexed languages. Applying the extended theorem, it is shown that the finiteness problem for the indexed languages is solvable and certain languages such as {a nl \n^l} and {($ w) lwl |w;e {a, &}*} are not indexed languages.
Introduction
An extension of the well-known uvwxy-theorem (Bar-hillel et al. to the one-way stack languages has been given by Ogden Q4] . This paper considers an extension to Aho's [JL] indexed languages, the family of which properly includes all one-way stack languages.
Our extension is considered to be a kind of intercalation theorem, following Ogden's terminology. He has called his extended uvwxy-theorem an intercalation theorem, since it asserts that, given a string % in a oneway stack language L, it is possible under certain hypotheses to intercalate other strings into x and still stay in the language L. This paper, however, treats the derivation trees instead of strings. Namely we focus our attention on the set &~(G) of all terminal derivation trees of an indexed grammar G. Now our main theorem states that if a given terminal derivation tree f in ^(G) is big enough, then we can generate new terminal derivation trees in 3~(&) by the insertion of other trees into j.
In Section 1, to treat the derivation trees precisely, we adopt and extend the notations developed by Brainerd £3] and Takahashi Q6j. Also we review Aho's definition of an indexed grammar and give related definitions. Sections 2~4 are devoted to the detailed discussions concerning the terminal derivation trees of an indexed grammar. In Section 2, we determine a constant k depending on a given indexed grammar G with the following property. If the number of maximal nodes of a terminal derivation tree 7 in ^(G) is greater than k, then there is a decomposition of ? which assures the existence of parts of r that can be intercalated. Using the result in Section 2, we prove a lemma in Section 3 which actually describes how to insert other trees into 7" and get new terminal derivation trees. In Section 4, making use of the lemma in the previous section,we give a lemma which asserts the strict growth of the maximal nodes of the new terminal derivation trees obtained from 7-. Our main theorem is given in Section 5. Also the applications of the theorem are investigated.
First it is shown that the finiteness problem for the indexed languages is solvable. Next we give a theorem which states that certain languages such as {a nl \n>l} are not indexed languages. Finally it is shown that the language Z,^ = {($«;)'^ \w^2*} is not an indexed language, where 2 1 is an arbitrary alphabet not including $.
I. Preliminaries
In this section we give and review basic definitions concerning trees and indexed grammars. First we define the trees over an alphabet with certain operations on them. Newt we review the definition of an indexed grammar given by Aho Q] , and reformulate the related concepts in terms of trees.
A. Trees
Definition I.I. The universal tree domain /* is the free monoid generated by /, where / is the set of all positive integers. We denote the concatenation operator by • and the identity by 0. A finite subset D of /* is said to be a tree domain if D satisfies the following conditions:
(a) If p-q is in Z), then p is in D.
(b) If p*j is in D and l^i^j, then p*i is in D,
We call an element of D a node. The condition (a) implies that if D is not empty, 0 is always is in D. The node 0 is called the root. Now we introduce two relations < and <^ on /*, representing the ancesterdescendant relation and the left-to-right relation respectively. Definition 1.2. For p, q in /*, (a) p^q means that there exists r in /* such that q = p>r; (b) p<q means that p^q and p^qi (c) p^q means that there exist r in /*, i in / and j in / such that i<j, r'i^p and r-j^q.
For p, q&D (D is a tree domain), when p<q holds, a node q is called a descendant of a node p, and when p<^q holds, q is to the right of p. (i) (2) Note that the function g makes the string of labels attached to the maximal nodes of 7 keeping the left-to-right order.
C. Trees of an Indexed Grammar Definition 1.8. An indexed grammar is a 5-tuple, G = (N 9 T, F, P, 5), 1) If £ is a singleton set, say E={q} 9 then we write j-\q and f<p 9 q>instead of T-\{<?} and r<j°> iq}> respectively. 2) Let I 1 be a set. S* is the set of all finite strings of elements of I, including e, the empty string.
in which:
(a) N is a finite nonempty set of symbols called the nonterminal alphabet.
(b) T is a finite set of symbols such that NftT=(j) and called the terminal alphabet.
(c) F is a finite set each element of which is a finite set of ordered pairs of the form (A, %), where A is in N and % is in (N(J 7 1 )*. An element / in F is called an index. An ordered pair (A, %) in / is written A-+7, and is called an index production in /.
(d) P is a finite set of ordered pairs of the form (A, a) with A in N and a in (NF* U J 1 *). Such a pair is usually written A->a; it is called a production.
(e) 5, the sentence symbol, is a distinguished symbol in N. Now we must define a derivation in an indexed grammar G. This is done merely by translating Aho's original definition into our system. Namely, let G = (N, T, F, P, S) be an indexed grammar, and let V be equal to 7VF* U ru{e}, then we consider A v (all the trees over V) and define a relation on A v whose reflexive and transitive closure responds to the derivation.
3)
T^r COrDefinition 1.9, Let G = (N, T, F, P, S) be an indexed grammar, 4) a relation -on J F (F=7VF*U ru{£» is defined as follows. For r,<J< we write r br <J if either:
(1 where ?&@ (G) and N is the nonterminal alphabet of G.
n 7 (p) is the set of nonterminals which label the nodes in e 7 (p).
Finally we define the concatenation of special trees as follows. This operation is used to express our main theorem more briefly. 
Decomposition of Derivation Trees
The aim of this section is to determine a constant k depending on a given indexed grammar G with the following property. If the number of maximal nodes of a terminal derivation tree 7* in &~(G) is greater than k, then there is a decomposition of 7 which assures the existence of parts of 7 that can be intercalated. If r(G)^l, then each production in P has one of the following forms
A^B, A-»a, A-*s.
Therefore such a grammar G is context-free and the language generated by G is finite. For such a simple grammar, our extended uvwxy-theorem which we will develop hereafter will hold trivially. Thus in the following we may assume without loss of generality that the rank of a given indexed grammar G -(N, T, F, P, 5) is greater than or equal to two. Definition 2.2. Forfe^G), a node p^D 7 is called a productive node (abbreviated as P-node), if its branching number, max {i \ p'i^D 7 , ie/}, is greater than or equal to two. This is the node which increases at least one element in the front f . (2) There exists at least one P-node p such that Po( What we want is a decomposition of a non CF-like terminal derivation tree fe«^"(G) which assures the existence of parts of f that can be intercalated. For this purpose there needs to verify the existence of two nodes p Q and p l in a chain C of 7 such that
where p { is the node of e 7 (p i }(e 7 is the end of scope function) which is also in C(i = 0,l). Fig. 1 is an illustration. We will show that if #(j)> k, then there exist such nodes p Q and p l satisfying a bit more conditions, where k is a constant depending on G. We examine the details afterward.
Proposition 2.1. For ?^@(G), if $(j}>m kl~l , then there exists a chain C of r which contains at least k l P-nodes, where m = r(G).
Proof. Since the branching number of any node in D 7 is less than or equal to m, if each chain of 7 contained at most k 1 -l P-nodes, we would have $(f)<;77i* 1~1 . Therefore, if $(f)>m kl~l , then there exists a chain C of f containing k l P-nodes at least. The mountain which contains at least one P-node is called a productive mountain (abbreviated as P -mountain).
Proposition 2.2. If a chain C of a non-CF-like tree j^.s#(G) has more than vk 2 P -nodes, then there exists a P -mountain M which contains at least k 2 P -nodes where v
Proof. If there exist v 4-1 P-mountains of C, then there exist q jo and q h in M c such that 7r 1 (5r yo ) = 7r 1 (g yi )eJV, and n 2 (q h ) = n 2 (q h } = z. Therefore we have T(qj 0 ) = T(qj 1 \ and since M jo is a P-mountain, (q jo , g yi ) is a CF-like pair. This leads to a contradiction. Thus 7" has at most v Pmountains. Since fej/(G), we have 7r 2r (0) = e, therefore each P-node belongs to some P-mountain. Thus if M is one of the P-mountains which contain the largest number of P-nodes, then there exist at least
Definition 2.7. For a node q in a mountain M of a chain C of fejaf(G), we set e(g) = Mfi e 7 (g), where e 7 is the end of scope function. e(q) is the node in M which occupies the place where the leftmost index of 7T 2 (g) is erased. Therefore e(g) is a singleton set or 0 (this arises either when q is the first element of M or when M is the last mountain of C and all the indexes of 7T 2 (g) are not erased.). (i) g is a P-node of 7-and there exists y"e/ such that TM/P'J has at least one .MP-node. (ii) There exist at least two distinct j\ and y" 2 in / such that TM/ P'ji has at least one MP-node (i = l, 2 (
1) The youngest ancestor common to the two incomparable MP -nodes is an MB-node. (2) If two comparable nodes are MP -nodes, then the one being the ancestor of the other is an MB-node. (3) The youngest ancestor common to two incomparable MB -nodes is an MB-node. (4) The totality of MB-nodes of TM forms a tree with respect to the ancestor-decendant relation induced by f M . (5) For (p, g)ef M , if q is a B-node of f, then q is not a decending node, and for any other B-node reZs(g), there exists at least one P-node in ls(q) -ls(r).
Proof. The conditions (1), (2) and (3) But TM ha s more than k 2 MP-nodes, therefore there exists a chain of f M whose length is greater than or equal to & 3 . We put this chain back on the original tree y M , and let C be the returned chain, which is the desired one. Therefore the part C' of C from p 0 to e(/? 0 ) (or to the last node of C if e(j0 0 ) = 0) corresponding to Is(p 0 ) contains at most k 2 -l P-nodes. In this case though the part of G of C from p 0 to e(/? 0 ) contains at most k 2 -l P-nodes, it doesn't necessarily become a chain of f which has most the P-nodes in f. Therefore %(j')^k is not always guaranted. If it holds, it is all right. We must consider the case that it doesn't hold.
Since 7 is a non-CF-like tree, /' is also a non-CF-like tree. In addition f is in sf(G) because we have f(G) ^N Since there exists a P-node in Is(p^l) -ls(p 0 } 9 %(f')<%(f) always holds. The cardinarity of the front is decreased every time the process is repeated. The jB-node p_ 1 is used for this purpose. Thus the process eventually reaches the stage where either Case I or Case II with the desired situation arises and it halts.
When our process halts, we finally obtain the desired three nodes p_ l9 p 0 and p l positioned in a chain C of r after the renaming if necessary, and these p Q and p 1 satisfy the conditions (i)~(vi).
Intercalation Lemma
Using Lemma 2.2 in the previous section, we prove the following lemma which throws light upon how terminal derivation trees increase.
Lemma 3.1. For each indexed granmar G 9 there exists an integer k with the following property. For any non-CF-like tree j^^(G) such that $(j)>&, we can effectively construct a and v and, for each z'^0, # f+1 , #,-and r i+l in @(G), and f is decomposed into a^^d^Ti^ and the follow-ing conditions (i)~(iii) are satisfied.
(1) ro = <2'<Vy e <^"(£) and for n^l 2 (pQ) and ^^ = ^2(^1) in the following (cf. the condition iv).
9)
Note that the leftmost index of ??, say f, is the same as that of n (the conditions ii and iv). Therefore jU and T] can be rewritten as f/JL f and frf respectively. By the above construction, we can set T n = a '0i 9 02 0n'^n'^n a^n -i' Since p Q is a 5-node, there exists at least one P-node in /9 or r (the condition v). Therefore either 0 { or r,-has at least one node whose label is a terminal or e. Thus the condition (3) is satisfied. Consequently, if we can choose {d n } skillfully so that for n^l, JKO^K^i) ma y hold > then %(f n )< S(^»-ri) holds for n^l.
Concerning this point, we will discuss later at Lemma 4.1. Now let's clarify the condition (2) of this lemma. First of all, since every tree in T 0 is a subtree of 7% we have Since every tree in E 0 is contained in f' = f<p Q , e 7 ( j p 0 )>/7j? and $( (the condition vi), we have max {$(£)|pejE I 0 }<; k. Therefore we have max {#(p)|0e T n }^k---k>k 7 = k 7 k n , because T n is obtained through the Therefore we get
Thus the condition (2) is verified.
Case II-II: e( Po ) = e( Pl ) = <f >.
This case can be treated in the same manner as Case II-I, except for the fact that r,-= -/l(f 2^1), and v = A, where A is the empty tree.
Strict Growth of Fronts
Lemma 3.1 throws light upon how terminal derivation trees increase. But the strict growth of the fronts (i.e. S(f»)<ft(f»+i) f°r ^^1) is not necessarily guaranteed. We give an assurance by the following lemma a We notice that our proof depends heavily on the notations used in the proof of Lemma 3.1. Proof. The constant k is the same one as in Lemma 3.1. c and c e will be calculated to satisfy the lemma, using k and other constants. Applying Lemma 3.1 to 6, we get the decomposition 6 = a*fl* l *d l 'T 1 *v. Therefore we set p = a, o~l = @ l , %i=8 l9 ^i = r l and u) = v.
Next we look for <7,-, x f and 0 ; (i^2) to satisfy this lemma, using Lemma 3.1. For the case I of Lemma 3.1, this lemma has already been satisfied, if we set ff { = 0 i9 x f -= ff f . and 0, = r f {i>2). There holds $(#«)<
%(dn + i)<(n + V%W<C0C
n+l (for re^l) if we take the integers c and c e to be greater than c>l and $(0) respectively. Explicit formulas for c and c e will be given later. It is sufficient to consider only the case II of Lemma 3.
1. An outline of our construction is as follows. Let {?"} be a sequence of terminal derivation trees obtained from 6, using Lemma 3.1. Since j n is constructed by removing d n^ from T" W _I and intercalating @ n *d n *r n instead, the construction of ?" from T n -i * n tm * s way is called the n-th stage. We pick up the v-th stage especially, where v = #(^V), and give an algorithm to construct a sequence of trees {Sj} starting from <^( = £ 0 '). This is Step 1. Using this Sj instead of S n . (where nj = jv! + v) at the n^-th stage, we will determine {6 n } to satisfy the conditions of this lemma. This is Step 2.
Step 1: We construct {dfi to satisfy the following conditions." For 72=0, Step 2: The construction of {O n } (n^2). First we notice that we can use Sj instead of d n . at the 7i y -th stage because of the properties (1) and (2) Thus the condition (11) is satisfied.
Main Theorem
In this section, combining Lemma 4.1 with Lemma 2.1, we obtain our main theorem (Theorem 5.1). Next we give its applications. Proof. The constants k, c and c e are as in Lemma 4.1. If 0 is a non-CjF-like tree, we apply Lemma 4.1. If 6 has a CF-like pair of nodes, we apply Lemma 2.1 to 6. We set p = a, for each z^l, o" i -j3 9 x^-fl and </>i = A, and c<) = /i, where /i is the empty tree and a, /? and d are the trees obtained by applying Lemma 2.1. Since the constant c e is larger than $(0) and c>l, the conditions (i) and (ii) of this theorem are satisfied when we use the coresponding conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 2.1.
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 5.1, we obtain the solvability of the finiteness problem about indexed languages. This fact has already been proved by Rounds p>] . But here we give another proof following our formulation.
Corollary 5.1. Given any indexed grammar G, the question of whether L(G) is finite or not is solvable.
Proof. Given an indexed grammar G = (N, T,F,P, 5), an e-free u) Since f is a monotone function, there are at most t + 1 distinct elements in L f whose lengths are between /(ft 0 ) and /(^o + O-On the other hand, the above inequalities tell us that at least 2t + l such elements exist. This is a contradiction.
Thus L(G)i=L f . For 7*e^(G), a node p^D 7 is called a P-node when there exist at least two distinct integers i l and z" 2 such that each f/p'ij contains at least one node whose label is $. We can show that there exists a constant k' 
X 2^2 ---^k^k^ P}> t = $(F).
To verify the above claim, we have only to repeat the same construction method up to Lemma 2.2. Namely for j^3~(G) such that S$(f)>^/, let C be one of the chains which contain the maximum number of P-nodes, then there exist at least k l P-nodes in C. Let M be one of the P-mountains which have most the P-nodes, then there are at least k 2 P-nodes in M. We form a tree r M whose labels consist of elements in M. Let C be one of the chains of TM which contain the maximum number of J5-nodes, then there exist at least Using only p 0 and p l9 we get the decomposition of ^ = a«jS 1 -ff 1 -r 1 -v. The existence of the other five 5-nodes j0_ 5 ,..., p^. l implies that either a or v has at least three P-nodes. When we apply the algorithms described at Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 4.1 to 7% we get a sequence of trees {O n } in F(G) such that #(£")< #(0»+i) (for n^\\0^r and each 6 n has a and v as its components.
Given an arbitrary integer j, there are infinitely many elements in 
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